
NEWSLETTER & EMAIL DESIGN



NEWSLETTERS

#1 RULE: Consistency is key

Use the same colors, fonts, logos/branding throughout 
the entire piece



NEWSLETTERS

Design using the grid system. 3-column grid is often used by newsletters.
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Organize the stories using the grid

- Remember all the story elements: Headlines, sub-headlines, 
bylines, text, photos, captions, infographics 
- All stories should be shaped like rectangles.
- Stack the rectangles
- Emphasize what is important.



Add interest to your layout with these techniques:

- Vary the shape and size of your rectangles (horizontal,
vertical, square, mix it up)
- Boxing stories.
- Using sidebars and skyscrapers.
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Every page should have a dominant piece of art.

- A well designed page is usually at least one-third art.

- Give each page a dominant image.

- Balance and scatter your art.
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Every story must have a headline.

- Headlines should get smaller as you move down the page.

- 5-10 words is optimum.

- Don’t place art between headlines and text.
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With body copy, strive for readability.

- 8-12 point type and consider leading.

- Create consistency.

- Use bolds, italics, etc, but in small doses.

- Jump a story only once and have significant content (4-6 in) on 

either side.
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EMAILS

Use styles from printed newsletter as a base for your email.
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66%      

of email is now opened 
on a mobile device
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2%      

of people will open the 
email on another device
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Design with a mobile in mind. 

Responsive: Uses media queries to detect screen size and alter 
content accordingly. Works well with flexible, modular elements.  
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Responsive Design

PROS
- Restyle, resize or reorder 

elements

- Ability to hide/show desktop or 

mobile specific content

- Seamless experience

CONS
- Coding learning curve

- Forces tough decisions

- Increased production time
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GOOD NEWS: Most companies use an email marketing service.



Email Marketing Services - the good and bad

- Decrease production time with built-in responsive code

- Can be highly templated

- Most have “create-your-own” template options
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Design tips

- Use large, legible font sizes

- Body copy: 16px +

- Headlines 22 px +

- Embrace white space
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Design tips

- Dial up the contrast
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Design tips

- Avoid link clusters














